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ANTI-BULLYING POLICY

PURPOSE
At St Patrick’s Catholic School, we believe that all members of the community have the
right to a learning and work environment free from intimidation, humiliation and hurt.
We all share a responsibility to create a culture of caring which will not tolerate bullying.
This policy builds on the School’s Pastoral Care Policy to provide clear and agreed
procedures and strategies for combating bullying in the School, responding to bullying
behaviours and protecting and supporting all parties involved.
Flowing from the Christian vision expressed in the Diocesan Pastoral Care Policy, schools
are called to establish relationships which are grounded in love, compassion,
reconciliation and justice. In witnessing Christian values we reject ideas, beliefs and
behaviours which marginalize or victimize people.

DEFINITION
Bullying behaviours are about an imbalance of power where there is a deliberate intent
to cause harm or distress. These behaviours can be verbal, social, psychological or
physical. They impact on the lives of the person / people being bullied, those doing the
bullying and those looking on. Bullying incidents can be isolated or repeated.
Bullying takes many forms, all of which will cause distress. Examples of bullying include:
Physical:

hitting, pushing, tripping, kicking, spitting

Verbal:

teasing, using offensive names, ridiculing, spreading rumours

Non-verbal: writing offensive notes or graffiti about others, rude gestures
Exclusion:

deliberately excluding others from group, refusing to sit next to

someone
Extortion:

threatening to take someone’s possessions, food, money

Property:

stealing, hiding, damaging or destroying property

E-bullying:

emailing, texting, social media
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THE POSSIBLE IMPACT ON ST PATRICK’S SCHOOL COMMUNITY
Although the effects of bullying may be most painful for the individual victim, bullying
can also affect the entire school community. It is therefore necessary for all members of
the St Patrick’s School Community to work collaboratively to prevent bullying.

HOW DO WE PREVENT BULLYING AT ST PATRICK’S SCHOOL?
Ultimately, strategies to prevent bullying will only be effective when placed within the
context of a culture in which respect for others is constantly taught and demonstrated
across all facets of school life. The Christian values, which represent the antithesis of
bullying, must be continually affirmed in words and actions.
VISION STATEMENT
We the faith filled community of St Patrick’s Catholic Primary School Asquith
commit to



Living Catholic Discipleship by proclaiming and celebrating the Gospel message of
Jesus Christ



Nurturing the development of the whole person



Providing quality teaching and learning



Embracing the values of respect, dignity, forgiveness and tolerance



Fostering a community which reaches out to others
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Strategies to prevent bullying will fall within the following board categories:


‘moral education’ in the context of Religious Education, liturgies and assemblies
where the value of the individual is affirmed and the importance of qualities such as
compassion, kindness, reconciliation, tolerance, respect and justice are encouraged.



‘across the curriculum’ values teaching (eg Discussing characters in novel, their
relationships, imbalance of power, etc.)



teaching specifically related to bullying in the PDHPE curriculum (eg Interpersonal
relationships, roles and responsibilities, peers, families, etc);



clear, consistent statements from staff to children about the nature and
unacceptability of bullying (supported by School and Class Code of Conduct)



teaching more positive ways of resolving conflict, such as working co-operatively,
sorting out disagreements, etc. (social skills programs, affirmative action, conflict
resolution etc.)



staff and students as role models, particularly those in leadership roles such as Year
6 buddies, school captains, colour house captains, etc.



appropriate provision of outside counselling and / or school-based social skills
development



provision of support for parents through information seminars, support networks,
information in school newsletters etc.

HOW DO WE RESPOND TO BULLYING AT ST PATRICK’S SCHOOL?
Bullying is viewed as a breach of the School’s Code of Conduct. Any report of bullying
will be investigated and appropriate action will be taken. The response to bullying will
provide:



guidance and other support for the victim;
appropriate and consistent sanctions and support for the bully.

St Patrick’s seeks to promote a culture in which staff will:


take initial steps to protect the victim;
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report any suspected incidents of bullying to the class teacher of both the victim and
the bully;
record incidents in student’s file or on One Note;
report all incidents of bullying and bully-type behaviour to the Assistant Principal /
Principal.

St Patrick’s seeks to promote a culture in which students will be encouraged to:





take some positive action to stop the bullying if they observe an incident;
report the bullying incident to a teacher as soon as possible;
make it clear to their peers that bullying is not accepted;
D.O.B. – Don’t obey bullies.

All students at St Patrick’s who are
experiencing bully-type behaviour will
be encouraged to:







Initially ignore the bullying and not
show that it is upsetting. Many
bullies will stop if they do not elicit a
response.
Confront the bully and let them
know that bullying behaviour is
unwanted and unjustified.
Discuss the problem with friends; tell
their class teacher and parents.

If someone is giving you a hard time, you
should:
First, try to

Ignore them

If they continue

Tell them to stop,
tell them how you feel

If they still continue, you can

Walk away

It is important if they continue to

Tell the teacher

If the bullying behaviour continues,
continue to tell; tell another teacher, report the incidents to the Assistant Principal
or Principal.

WHAT PARENTS CAN DO
Parents play a key role in the support of both the victims and the perpetrators of
bullying. The school must work in partnership with parents to ensure the safety and
well being of students. Parents can assist in the following ways:
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Let your child know that bullying in any form is never acceptable.



Listen to your child and take their fears and feelings seriously and let them know
that being bullied is not their fault.



If the bullying is verbal, help your child develop skills to ignore it so that the bully
does not get the satisfaction of a reaction. Practice quick (not insulting) responses –
eg. “that’s your opinion”, “tell someone who cares”, etc.



Ensure the school is aware of the problem – inform your child’s class teacher, The
Assistant Principal / Principal of the situation/incident.



Avoid the urge to take everything into your own hands.



Help your child feel good about other things in their life. Feed their self-esteem.



When it is clear that it is your own child who is demonstrating bully-type behaviour,
recognise the seriousness of the issue and support the school in implementing this
policy.

PROCEDURES TO DEAL WITH BULLYING
All cases of bullying or suspected bullying will be investigated and followed through.


The teacher who was informed of the bullying incident will notify the class teachers
of both the victim and the bully.



The bully-type behaviour will be recorded and consequences set, eg. “11 th Feb –
playground duty teacher, Miss B reported that Ann threatened to take Mary’s watch
from her.” The Assistant Principal / Principal must be notified. Decisions will be
made as to the severity of the incident and whether the parents of both parties need
to be informed.



At an appropriate time, the children involved with be guided through a session or
series of social skills sessions where:
o The specific nature of the bullying and its effect on the victim are clearly
stated;
o Strategies to assist both the victim and the bully will be discussed;
o A clear statement of the consequences if bullying continues, will be
negotiated and recorded (including informing parents)
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Together, the class teacher and Assistant Principal / Principal will continue to follow
up / “check in” with both parties involved.

 If a student continues to engage in bullying behaviour, they will be interviewed in the
presence of their parents by the Assistant Principal / Principal and the class teacher.
Direct consequences will be negotiated – including development of a plan of action
to manage student behaviour, conflict resolution, anger management, etc.
 The victim of the bullying may need further support to develop strategies to
overcome the situation. The class teacher will seek to involve parents in the
formulation of this plan.
 When action plans have been implemented, all those engaged in their development
will continue to monitor and formally follow up at regular intervals.
 Any further recurrence of bullying may result in an issue of a warning re suspension
and could lead to the implementation of suspension procedures and, if necessary,
the removal of the student from the school through:
o suspension negotiated transfer;
o negotiated transfer;
o expulsion.

E-Bullying
The school recognises that as a result of online and electronic communication between
students through such mediums as social networking sites and mobile phones,
electronic bullying "e-bullying" is becoming more widespread throughout the
community.
In response to this St Patrick's school has specific processes to act proactively and in
response to such behaviours.


Students in senior classes (Years 4-6) are taught annually as part of their PDH units
and online etiquette about the nature and danger of e-bullying and the school's role
in ensuring it does not exist.



The Schools-Liaison Officer form Hornsby Police visits annually and outlines the
dangers and consequences for all who participate in behaviour that could be
described as e-bullying.
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In responding to incidents of reported e-bullying the school recognises that incidents
should be followed up where possible, but it may not be practical or possible to
determine facts, especially if incidents occur away from school. After hour events are
not strictly the responsibility of the school although the school will do its best to assist
parents.
Parents may be required to refer such incidents to the police if it is not easily resolved or
appropriate for the school to intervene.
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